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Efros and Rosen1 ~hereafter denoted as ER! raise three
issues~indicated by italics in the following! regarding our
Letter.2 Our reply follows:

(i) That the effective-mass approximation (EMA) has
been spectacularly successful in explaining experiments for
dots.

Our work2–4 had shown that because the EMA builds
into the Hamiltonian the correct physical symmetry of the
system, it can achieve good agreement with experiment via
judicious selection5–7 of its parameters. It thus provides a
useful representationand a practicalfitting scheme. How-
ever, good agreement with experiment does not always im-
ply good theory. This is true in the present case for two
reasons:~1! some of the parameters~e.g.,Ep and f ! of the
multiband EMA are not uniquely determined physical ob-
servables in their own rights, but have meaning only in the
context of a given, highly simplified model. Since the 8
38 k•p model is correct only to the second order, the non-
parabolicity of the real bulk bands can be onlypartially rep-
resented by using thek•p parameterEp . Other sources of
nonparabolicity remain unspecified. Thus, the derivedEp

value depends on which aspect of the nonparabolicity one
wants to describe. For example,Ep defined1 from the wave-

function momentumu^csuP̂zucz&u2 need not equalEp derived
from fitting the coefficients of the wave-vectork4 of the real
conduction band dispersion8 nearG. Furthermore, these two
Ep’s need not agree withEp obtained by fitting the diamag-

netic exciton Landau level.9 Consequently, the values ofEp

extracted from experiment have an intrinsic scatter even
though the measurement precision could be high. For bulk
InP, for example, the experimental literature givesEp

520.6 eV ~Ref. 9, the value favored by ER!, 1761 ~Ref.
10!, 16.7 ~Ref. 11!, and 16.6 eV~Ref. 12!. However, as
shown1 by ER, changing the inputEp from 20.6 to 18.0 eV
changescompletelythe EMA result~including the order of
states!. Thus, the ‘‘predicted’’ physics of EMA depends sen-
sitively on the parameters that unfortunately have anintrin-
sic scatter. This highlights the intrinsic nontransferability of
Ep , thus the limited reliability of usingEp to predict the
quantum dot physics fromk•p. ~2! In some cases5–7 the
EMA parameters were adjusted to the experiments they
claim to explain theoretically~i.e., directly to quantum dot
data!. Because of this practice, and because different experi-
ments yield inherently differentEp’s, the EMA cannot ex-

amine the legitimacy of either its successes or its failures.
(ii) That the 838 k•p produces very different results if

one changes the input parameters from Ep520.6 eV,
f521.1 to Ep518.0 eV, f520.19.

The fact that in the EMA, rather small change in the
input parameter~equal or smaller than the scatter in the lit-
erature values9–12! alters the results radically should be a
concern to the users of this approach. We do not recommend
the use of thek•p.

(iii) That we should change our pseudopotential, in an
attempt to fit their Ep520.6 eV value.

The letter2 being commented on tests the commonly
used5,13 636 k•p approach, a formalism in which the value
of Ep does not enter~it does3 in 838 k•p). While our

calculated3 Ep52u^csuP̂zucz&u2515 eV is close to most of
the ‘‘experimental’’ values,10–12the aim of our work2,3 is not
to derive a newEp value, to be added to the long list of the
existing values. Instead, we aim to compare the predictions
of two approaches—thek•p and the direct diagonalization
method~DDM!—starting from a common physical input~the
bulk band structure!. Given that the two approaches tested
have equivalent ‘‘input,’’ and that one~the DDM! is system-
atically converged by including many bands while the other
is hard-wired to only four, six, or eight bands, the disagree-
ment between two methods does mean a failure of the EMA.
Our side-by-side comparison shows that the EMA for dots
sometimes gives incorrect level ordering2 and even omits
some levels.3

As to the value ofEp515 eV used in our 838 k•p
calculation3 we note the following:

~a! The real criterion for selectingEp should be to obtain
a good fit to the real bulk band structure in those parts of the
Brillouin zone ~BZ! that matter for small dots. Our pseudo-
potential calculation14 ~not k•p) produces, by design, an ex-
cellent fit to the measured bulk bandsthroughoutthe BZ, and
therefore, needs no adjustment.

~b! If one wants to improve the pseudopotential by fit-

ting the definition of15 Ep[2u^csu]Ĥ/]kzucz&u2, one can
only achieve this by improving the bulk wave functionsucs&
and ucz&. However, by our construction of the
pseudopotential,14 there is no need to further improve the
wave functions, because they already have 99.7% overlap
with the local-density approximation wave functions, which
are usually very accurate compared with many-body wave
functions.

~c! Our work clearly showed2 that the wave functions ofa!Electronic mail: alex_zunger@nrel.gov
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dots have large contributionsaway from bulk G. Thus, any
theory that works only nearG ~e.g., EMA! is insufficient,
regardless of the numerical value ofEp .
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